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The following is a précis of the new book “Velocity”, the digital lean fast
future of business. This will be printed and bound by the new Canon fully
integrated machine from digital flash drive to bound paper cover book.
Velocity will be launched at the National Manufacturing week in
Melbourne on the 24th May 2011.
Business is about people, process and precision. Businesses of the
future will produce to demand with small batch sizes and maybe to a
batch size of one. Precision of process in all business functions at “six
sigma” tightness of control, creates a strong competitive advantage.
Technology and process improvements are advancing at an increasing
rate. As a result, new pressures are placed on management and
leadership if the enterprise is to be competitive and grow. Global supply
chains with networks of suppliers feeding strategically placed assembly
plants near the market they serve are commonplace, especially in big
business. A key question is how do small businesses, both in
manufacturing and the service industries, take advantage of the new and
efficient cooperative ways of satisfying customers, with higher
expectations, faster than before.
This book offers the solution to this familiar challenge to management…
faster innovation and product and service delivery at a higher degree of
precision…. six sigma processes using lean thinking and digital data
from the source.
My PhD taught me to be mentally agile. As a result of this and the cooperation of over 400 clients both in Australia and overseas and a career
dedicated to learning from the best, I have developed 26 rules to
analyse and implement Lean systems and 22 creative ideas to aid
innovation of process and product. These have been applied with
considerable success and some programs are discussed in Chapter 9.
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With the experience of over 700 reports and papers and numerous
innovations and awards by over 400 clients in 8 countries, and the
saving of my own eyesight by applying the 22 creative ideas described
here, I feel confident enough to write this book.
I hope all businesses can benefit as my clients have done.
The first three fundamental characteristics of good business practice
are quality, cost and delivery aimed at exceeding customer expectations.
Add to this innovation and speed with a special focus on continuous
improvement. Continuous research and development of both process
and product is fundamental. It is clear that to achieve best practice, we
should have total cooperation in all of the supply chain to achieve
maximum benefit for all participants.
Cooperating to compete is a strong competitive advantage.
Digital connections to suppliers and customers will assist in making
companies more agile. Some innovative companies have clearly
demonstrated how the new rules can work very effectively.
With the new digital cooperative lean approach, value adding by
decreasing waste in planning, process and expenses continuously
increases as we innovate. Digital connections allow companies to move
and use information anywhere along the supply chain. This allows any
enterprise in the chain to more accurately forecast, or ultimately, make
to order only.
Such ideas will not work to advantage if the processes are not operating
at a high degree of precision, a level which is now regarded as
processes at such a level of reduced variation that the defect rate
outside the range of acceptability for the customer is only 3 parts per
million. Variation in process is a major enemy of speed.
To achieve maximum benefit, the five functions of business; people,
operations, marketing and sales, innovation and finance need to be
integrated. This requires the judicious use of people, technology and
information, and the continuous training and upgrading of people skills
and knowledge. Concentration on the technical aspects of these factors
alone will not yield the desired results. The reason is that the most
important part of all business is people; whether they are customers,
employees, employers or investors. Introducing new technology and
techniques is much easier than changing culture and behaviour, but they
must go together.
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In the early stages of a business transformation, use of simple
management tools can lead to significant productivity gains in bottleneck
areas of the system and these can be used as a guide to assist in
culture change and further innovations.
This is clearly practiced at the plants of Japanese clients I have worked
with over the years; companies like Panasonic, Matsushita, Canon,
Honda, Toyota and Kawai. Special mention is made in this book of the
work of Honda and their BP (Best Position, Productivity, Product, Price,
Partners) program. Honda has a very special place in my heart and
mind because of the supremely high standard of their engine integrity
and the fast innovation they apply to linking process and product
innovation. They had none of the earlier financial support that Toyota
had, and yet have excelled.
When we come to the actual process of changing a bad enterprise into a
good one, it is important to realise that you can only go so far in
improving culture if all that is changed is the physical environment. If
the culture is poor, then physical improvements may result in substantial
improvement that can be quickly eroded by a poor management team.
This book’s core message has developed around 30 years of consulting
to management. It takes the latest principles relating to what is
commonly called lean manufacturing and total quality management with
the latest management principles, and focuses on compressing supply
chains, and on identifying an improved competitive advantage, the
velocity of the processes and systems.
It is important to understand that the methods described are proven,
scientific and logical, but their successful implementation will not work
without the support and leadership of a good management team. The
culture and vision of this team and the company is set by the chief
executive officer, senior management and the board.
The basic thesis is that western-style management has recognised the
superior performance of many Japanese companies, such as Toyota,
Honda, Panasonic and Canon, and has attempted to duplicate their
formula, with in many cases, a high degree of failure, particularly for
American auto manufacturers. Why? In almost all cases in the literature,
the reason is associated with the people function, leadership and
culture, not the technology or technical techniques.
Successful modern management involves a sharp customer focus, and
the rapid use of high quality information via digital computer systems
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that are conveyed through a network of teams in a compressed
hierarchical structure. The organisational structure must allow creativity,
communication, improvement and innovation of all processes and
functions. Companies must plan for the long-term and plans should be
continually updated. People must be rewarded for creativity,
communication skills and continuous improvement and innovation. The
focus is on precision, speed, and quality in the entire supply chain.
Cross-functionality, innovation and fast financial management with a
short time period must be core elements of production and serving
customers. The enterprise now must be an integrated structure of
people driving innovation to satisfy and exceed customers needs and
wants. Measurements of processes and systems must be at the source
of the activity, and the financial outcomes must be available quickly.
Digital data can satisfy this need. Financial data should be available
quickly, but looked upon as real time output.
It is vital that modern managers understand reporting as well as
communication, budgeting and the full implications of profit and loss
accounts, balance sheets and cash-flow. They must also understand
the concept of continuous research and development, training,
education, and never-ending improvement. The board sets the strategy,
direction and philosophy that will drive the mindset of managers in the
future where innovation, a sharp customer focus, flexibility and speed
are urgently needed for all people, processes and systems.
New tools and techniques, such as the 26 tools for process improvement
and for innovation of process, the 22 creative ideas will assist
management in championing the new approach.
It is the intention of this book to enunciate a new interpretation of the
management processes and systems to facilitate a more caring and
successful human side to work. This book aims to release the intellect
and power of the people and realise the potential of producing to
demand with a batch size of one. It is about high velocity integrated
systems driven by innovative caring management.
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